DC Adventures Heroes And Villains Vol 2
**Synopsis**

The DC Universe features a dazzling array of characters who have thrilled readers for generations. The two-volume Heroes & Villains set details more than 500 of those characters for use in your DC Adventures games, all featuring character stats fully compatible with the award-winning Mutants & Masterminds RPG. With Heroes & Villains in-hand, you will never lack for characters to use in your game, from heroic guest-stars and villainous foes to heroes suitable as ready-to-play characters. You'll also have a comprehensive guide for modeling your own DC characters based on existing examples along with a collection of animals and monsters useful for mimics and shapechangers. It's the comprehensive guide to the heroes and villains of the DC Universe no fan should be without! Volume 2 covers characters from the League of Assassins and Legion of Super-Heroes to Zatanna and Zauriel.
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**Customer Reviews**

The second volume to Dc Adventures Heroes & Villians expansion pack is what you would expect from a good expansion pack; it expands the game. Sorry that was a bit facicious. Overall it works for palyers who what to include some decent villians (and some obscure ones) into the mix. Some fun new heroes are included as well. Some of the ratings for the characters can seem a bit arbitrary but then again this is a RPG game. Overall I’m satisfied with this product.

Despite being incomplete (as is only to be expected, it would be very difficult to include all the characters who have appeared in more than 75 years of comics in only 2 or 3 volumes), it is an
excellent reference book for playing in the DCU.

This is an excellent follow up to volume 1 and really has added to my DC adventures game! I love it!

This is a great resource for DC characters in general. You start up with Lady Shiva and end up with Victor Zsasz. Also, listings for generic minions, undead, demons and other types to throw at your characters. Also - Krypto!
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